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A REPORT ON BRIDGE COURSES (INDUCTION PROGRAMME) HELD AT SREE BUDDHA
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING, PATTOOR FOR THE 1 ST YEARS (2018 ADMISSION) DURING 1827 JULY 2018

Objective of the Programme
Induction programme is an initiative to groom the overall personality of students and make them acquainted with
the culture of the institution. The aim of the programme was to ensure that every student feels welcomed, engaged
and excited to begin this new important stage in their education. The idea was to make the students aware of their
prospective opportunities and to show them the path they have to adopt in order to become successful engineers.

Formation of Committee_4July 2018
The Principal Dr.S. Suresh Babu entrusted the conduct of ‘Induction Programme’ to the Department of
Human Resources Development with requisite support from the 1 st year advisors. A core committee was
formed with Prof. Thomas Mathew, HR, Dr. Gopakumar R, dept. of Civil Engineering, Dr. Manoj Narayanan,
dept of Biotechnology & Biochemical Engineering, Mr.R.Pradeep Kumar, Placement officer & Ms.Jasmine Basheer,
dept of Electronics & Communication Engineering. The committee was responsible to prepare a detailed
programme of events and activities to be conducted during the Induction Programme.
The committee after meticulous discussions & deliberations prepared a model and submitted to the
Principal for further course of action. The model proposed a programme chart that shall be followed from
5.30am in the morning with physical activities followed by an academic & general curriculum and finally
ending with cultural activities in the evening. This model was discussed and approved in a meeting called
by the Principal involving all Heads of department’s along with the concerned advisors.

Official Inauguration
The Programme officially commenced in Asoka Auditorium amidst 1 st year students and their parents.
Principal Dr. S.Suresh Babu welcomed the gathering and advised them with words of wisdom, he shared
the details of the Induction Programme and its relevance with the parents and students. In his keynote
address the Chairman, Prof.K Sasikumar gave advices to the students to become responsible and good
citizens of India stressed upon the need of inculcating qualities in order to become good engineers. The
inaugural programme was felicitated by Treasurer Sri.K K Sivadasan and the PTA vice president Mr. P.
Salimkumar and the 1st year coordinator Ms.Jasmine Basheer. The programme concluded with a vote of
thanks proposed by Ms. Reeba R. The students were sent to the respective departments along with the

advisors and later they were guided to the hostels as the programme was residential and the
accommodation and food for the students were arranged in the hostel.

‘Inauguration of Induction Programme 2018 at Asoka Auditorium

Commencement of ‘Induction Programme’
Post lunch the ME, CE & BT students were directed to assemble in seminar hall (library block) whilst
EE, CSE & ECE students in seminar hall (CSE block) for session on ‘Introduction to College,
Management & the Principal. The objective of this session was to familiarize the new students with the

college infrastructure and the staff of various departments. Every department was assigned with
preparing a PPT of their respective departments with information about the staff, achievements and
other highlights.

‘Introduction to College, Management & Principal’ in Seminar Hall (library block)

The programme was concurrently conducted in both seminar halls with PPT on college infrastructure,
management, and principal, dept of HRD & dept of Basic Science at both the venues.

‘Introduction to College, Management & Principal’ in Seminar Hall (CSE block)

Morning Activities, Day 2-8 (6.30-7.30 am)
As it is rightly said ‘A healthy mind lives in a healthy body’, the Programme kicked off at 5.30 am with a
wakeup call and the students were asked to fall in for yoga/physical activities by Prof. Somanadhan in
Men’s hostel and Ms. Jisha at Women’s hostel. The students underwent physical activities from 6.30 am
to 7.30am every day. This was thoroughly enjoyed by the students as many of them were not involved in
any sport activities during their school.

Physical activities being conducted at Men’s and Women’s Hostel

Academic Activities, Day 2-8 (9.30-4.30pm)
Academic sessions coupled with general orientation classes were conducted in CSE block (Rooms No208, 108, 109) and CE block (Room No-201, 203, 303). The classes were conducted from 9.30 am till 4.30
pm and it included basic subjects such as Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry, engineering subjects such as
Introduction to Civil/Mechanical/Electrical Engineering and general topics such as sustainable
engineering, code of conduct, placement related, NSS and others.
An important feature of this programme was the allotment of specific hours for department
activities, in which department invited notable alumni to interact with students, visits to the Central
library and department laboratory along with interaction with the department staff. These programmes
also facilitated inter departmental interactions where in the staff of other departments may undertake a
session on new technologies/developments. The principal also addressed the students on a regular basis

HR, Thomas Mathew undertook sessions in general discipline and underlined the roles and
responsibilities of an engineer. Ms Smitha faculty in English and Ms. Vaishali Nair (Counselor) also
contributed in this programme.

Alumni Interactions

One of the most interesting aspects of this induction programme was the alumni interaction. The
departments invited notable alumni and they shared their campus experiences and their current
employment and responsibilities. This session helped the new students in understanding the values and
importance of engineering as many of the students are not aware of what is expected out of an engineer.
Mr. Ganesh & Mr. Adthmaram represented Electrical Engineering, Mr. Sherin Thampi for Mechanical
Engineering, Mr.Amal Raj for Civil Engineering and Mr.Anish S Nair represented for Computer Science
& Engineering.

Mr. Adthma Ram (Electrical Engineer at RAE AL BOOM CONTRACTING L.L.C, Dubai) and Mr.Ganesh (working with
railways) interacting with EE1 students

Mr. Sherin Thampi (Asst.Prof at Amal Jyothi College of Engineering) interacting with ME1 students

Session on ‘Cyber Crimes’ on 26 July 2018
A session on Cyber Crimes and Laws dealing with Cyber Crimes was organized on 26th July 2018 at
Asoka Auditorium by Sri. Vinaykumaran Nair an ex police officer and an expert in Cyber related crimes.
This programme was organized with the objective to enhance the understanding of Cyber Crimes as well
as various aspects of Cyber Laws dealing with Cyber Crimes. Mr. Vinaykumaran Nair gave an overview
of Cybercrimes such as Electronic Commerce Crime, Economic Espionage, and Infrastructure attacks.
Types of Cyber attacks with Case Studies, Defamation, Obscenity, Content Accountability, Copyright
Violations Trademark Violations, E commerce violations and highlighted on Indian Cyber Laws and
provision of court proceeding for Cybercrimes etc.

Evening Activities/Programmes (5.30-6.30pm)
Cultural activities are an integral part of students' college life. Students participate in cultural activities
for a wide variety of reasons: for enjoyment and entertainment, for personal growth and development, as
a means of expression, to learn new skills, to meet new people and to pass on cultural
traditions. Extracurricular activities teach students how to work for a common goal and this ultimately
develops a sense of responsibility in them. It increases the level of confidence and also teaches them how
to co-operate and work with people in different conditions. They learn to face the challenges that come
in education and career. Programmes like dumb charades, Product selling, Passing the buck, Movie sh ow
& Kazhchavattom (perspective) was conducted by the departments as part of evening programmes. The
students were divided in 5 groups and each group participated in all the events on rotation basis.

FEEDBACK
The Induction programme concluded on 27 July 2018 a feedback and a valedictory session. Feedbacks
were taken by providing a questionnaire and the responses were closely analyzed. The questionnaire
covered almost every aspect of the induction programme like physical activities, academic delivery and
hostel accommodation.
VALEDICTORY SESSION-27 July 2018
The programme was organized in Asoka auditorium and was presided over by Principal Dr.S. Suresh
Babu, welcome note by Ms.Jasmine Basheer, felicitations by Treasurer Sri. K K Sivadasan and vote of
thanks was proposed by Mr. R. Pradeep Kumar. The student representatives from ME, CE, ECE, CSE,
EEE & BT departments shared their views and feedback on the Induction Programme. The programme
came to an end by 4.15 pm.

LANGUAGE LAB
As APJ Abdul Kalam Technological University has come into existence, language lab was
implemented for all first year students. From the year 2016, the lab was allotted to each branch
with four hours in a week.
Class: All branches
Hours: 4 Hrs
The lab is scheduled for a single sitting of two hours for each batch. Each class is divided into
two batches. Half will be taken to language lab and the rest will be taken to Physics/ Chemistry
lab.
Using the software in the language lab called ‘Tell Me More’, the listening and speaking skills of
the students are improved. With proper stress and intonation, they try to improve their
pronunciation. Also the skills are improved with the help of videos. Topics are given for
presentation (both oral and written) along with assignments. In addition to these, skit, role play,
JAM etc are used to improve the fluency of students and to overcome their fear.
At the end of the semester, assessment test is conducted to understand the comprehensive power
of students.

